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> Energy efficiency
 > Lower power consumption
> Ultra-long source life / longevity
 > >50,000 hours
> Low maintenance costs 
 > Slow to fail
> Color range
> Size advantage
 > Compact and low profile
> Very durable
 > High shock, vibration and breakage resistance
> Cold temperature operation & instant on
 > Requires no “warm up” time
> Silent operation with no flicker or buzzing sound
> Rapid cycling capability
> Directional light emission
> Digitally controllable
> Environmentally friendly
 > No mercury content, no UV or IR radiation

Whether your current lighting is simply 
inadequate or is strapping you with high 
energy costs, MSC Electrical can help.
Lighting is a crucial aspect of any industrial 
facility. Low lighting can impact the appearance 
of your business and the productivity and 
efficiency of your employees. Old lighting may 
be costing you a lot of time and money. These 
are both good reasons to upgrade your current 
lighting. A good lighting system pays for itself.

MSC Electrical offers a nearly maintenance 
free, energy efficient product line of interior and 
exterior lighting for any size business.

Call us for a FREE QUOTE and 
       to see whether you qualifying for 
   ENERGY SAVINGS REBATES.

COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING SERVICES

UNIQUE ATTRIBUTES OF LEDs
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LED LIGHTING FOR INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES 
This efficient option has many benefits that can help 
increase profitability and safety. In many cases, the 
return on investment for an LED lighting install is seen 
in well under two years.
If you are looking for ways to add additional safety to your 
manufacturing facility, an LED lighting control system can help. 
These devices may include relays, photocells, occupancy  
sensors, dimmers, light control switches or touchscreens, and 
signaling devices.
The most common benefit from an LED lighting control system  
is its ability to automatically have lights switched off in designated 
areas where no one is using them.

INVESTING IN WAREHOUSE LED LIGHTING SAVES
Companies with large warehouses and manufacturing 
floors are always looking for ways to cut costs, and 
reducing utility expenses is a practical way to achieve 
that goal.
Many existing lights are using dated technology, designed up to a 
half a century ago. They are now costly and inefficient.
Warehouse or factory lights should be tough, reliable, and long 
lasting. MSC Electrical LED lighting is all these things and more.
Switching to LED lighting is a great way to minimize electric bills 
and maintenance costs while assuring your workers have the 
lighting they need to keep your business running and profitable.

INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR LED LIGHTING 
If you are in the process of a new build, relocating or 
expanding, MSC Electrical can help you get strategic 
about your LEDs placement and purpose. From new 
installs to retrofits our team can enhance your business’ 
exterior while lowering your carbon footprint.
Contractors, city planners and authorities can get caught in the 
trap of assuming the brightest light output for the cheapest price 
is the best way to go. In fact they could save a lot more energy 
and money by merely evaluating spaces and planning for controls 
that will dim and brighten lights as needed. Have MSC Electrical 
install the right kind of LED fixtures in the proper locations, and at 
heights that improve worker and pedestrian safety.

Your Partner in Industrial/Commercial Lighting


